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38 .’ 
higher prices. You. also tend to make a greater demand for’ 
tertiary services, which .would again help to raise costs. In a 
time of constantly increasing. prices the farmer may not miss out 
but usually’ costs overtake prices and the farmer’s real income 
starts to deoline before the peak of the price cycle is reached., 
I think he has been very wise to support a policy of stabilisation 
during the #war period. 1 . 

‘. 

Dr C.P. McMeekan: Does Dr Hamilton think we would get, increased 
production from New Zealand primary industries by a decrease in 
price? I have in mind the very considerable increase in production 
during the depression under the stimulus of a.,reduced reward.’ 

Mr C,H. Courtney: Would you not agree thatWconditions during the 
depression had, a direct relation to. the unemployment existing? It 
is exactly, the opposite now - 
other purposes. 

there is a demand for labour for 
‘, 
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,If -you had a, slu~r,:> in world conditions.which led to a fall in 
pr for dai.ry prodllcy2, and provided that wages were .aot 

,’ ed at artificially hi& ‘levels, then ‘you would -’ as in the 
maintain- 

dcp% s&on. - get an increase in production in, an attemp.t to meet 
interest commitments. If ,you lower the price artificially, I think ’ 
all you would, get would be an explosion! 

b _____ T”‘O(-)() --__-..-ce_ 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION.ON FIRST DAY’S PAPXR$: 

_Dr C .P.. McMeekan : I’ myself have been very mudh. in the positibn of ” 
,Dr Hamilton’s ‘Alice’, in being, I am ‘afraid, more or less 
hopelessly confused at the present, time. Mr Fawoett has given us 
what might be termed an “Atlantio Charter for E$lpty Bellies”, and 
the other four speakers have dealt with our natural resources and 
have suggested that we might be able to. do something to fill these 
empty bellies., Viewing the material that has been brought before’ 
us in, a realistio manner,’ I think that ‘the most striking suggestion 
came from Dr Filmer when he drew our attention to the faot that in 
two animal ,food products at the present time - skim milk and- whey - 
we are wasting as much nutritive material.as we are producing at 
the present time in our total fat lamb and,cheese output. That 
surely is ti fact which ‘requires close examination,. not merely from 
the point of view of checking,its accuracy (with no reflection at 
all on Dr. Filmer’sfiguresj, but first of all to see if it is 
really so and seoondly to see what we can do about it. .We have ( 
with us today several people who’ have had oxperienae of the manu-’ 
faqturing side of dried skim milk, of skim milk cheeses and 
products of that typo. % have several people with knowledge of 
the ma,nufa.cturing and trading aspects of that type of produot. I 
would like to hear their comments’ in that regard. : 

I would like to oomment on.‘the other fairly challenging 
stateme-nts of Dr Filmer’s in respect to. the importance of dairy 
cattle improvement, bebause that is a subject which has exercised 
the m.inds ‘of quite a ,number of us, both on the research and the 
practical side, of reoent years and considerable, progress has been 
made 1. believe, particularly during recent years. as the result of 
the activities of, the New Zealand-Dairy Board’s Herd Rec.ording. 
Department. But if there is one lesson which should first of all 
be taken’from Dr Filrher’s data is it not this? That we must, to 
get anywhere .with improving the inherent efficiendy of our dairy ,’ 
cattle-, locate far more bulls of: the required standard. than we are 
looating at the moment, Dr Filmer pointed out that we are getting 

‘only about a couple of hundred a year and we need ,approximately 
6000 to inseminate the whole of the Dominion herds. Is not one of 
the real jobs .therefore -a job of persuading the dairy industry to 
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39. 
: plaoe a ‘very much g1’” ,tc?r proportion of its cattle under test so 

that an increased r~:.,Y VT r of bulls of proven merit can become 
‘available? I agree ‘c;lth.ar Filmer that ‘a very strong case exists 
In the meantime for the’use of th’e sons of proven sires, because 
even on the most optimistic estimate it would take many years to 
put even one million cows ,in this country under test. I ‘have 
worked out that approximately that number would be required to , ” 
give us the ooverage that $is really necessary.- 

- In so Par as the plant side is concerned there is one 
aspect that 1, would like to hear comments on Prom members, and 
that. is relative to the suggestion’ of hr Callaghan’s that as a 
step towards laying down increased areas of our highly, or 
potentially highly productive land ,in highly productive pastures 
increased use be made of supplementary crops which in the initial 
stages would provide us .with more food for stock, I would like 
some information upon the pos’sibility of speeding up that process 
by, a little b y-passing right from unimproved grassland to improved 

‘. grassland with out imported strains of’ pasture plants.. Is’ it 1 
,necessarily sound,. under existing conditions. of labour and 
maohinery and ,so ‘on, to waste the year and sometimes two years’ 
necessary between breaking up an old pasture and sowing down a 

‘:’ 

* new one?. Are there any possibilities over a. big area of our i 
country in breaking up old worn. out poorly productive swards a’nd 
getting.them straight into high class production? 

r 

speakers. 
ii conclusion I would like to congratulate all the ‘. 

\Jhen those, of us who were responsible for drawing up 
this programme decided upon this day. as a day ,woven round the Hot 
Springs Cdnf erence ; 
introducing to 

we had in mind one main ,ob jective - the aim of 
thos o 

of agriculture (sine? 
workers in llew Zealand on the, scientific side 
.Y ost of them today are young ‘IJorkers) 

something relative. to he background of the industry with which 
they are associated. I think the speakers have fulfilled that 
objeotive ably and, effectively. 

.I .’ 
I, ‘, ., 

Mr A.H. Ward: There are. two or ‘three points I would like to pose , 
as questipns ’ to the speakers, and in so .doing to take the ,opport- 
unity to try and get an answer. to some of the practical questions 
arising at the present time. 

‘, 
The point I want to ask Dr Filmer - and I am suggesting ‘. 

that to some extent this .involves tho question of the use of sons ‘, 
‘. of proven sires throughout the industry - is whether, in plaoing 

the order. of his proposals in 1, 2, -3 ,’ 4, and 5, and having in 
fifth place the one relating to pedigree breeders and their use of 
outstanding bulls by artificial insemination, he. intended that to 
be in order OP merit. Is it not true that if the ,pedigree 
breeders were to use by artificial insemination the outstanding .. 
bulls in the industry they would be able to supply the industry to .’ 
a very considerable. extent with sons of proven sires very much 
more quickly than could possibly be ,done in any other way? I 
mention that because approximately 300 pedigree breeders actually 
supply .the industry with two-thirds of our pedigree bulls. If 
these 300 breeders could be supplied with the use of semen from 
outstanding bulls they would, within ,a. ‘period of ten to fifteen “’ ‘1 
years; be able to supply the’ industry With sons of proven .si,res 

” : ,I, 

sufficient for our needs. 
” 

. . 

In regard to the problem of what, are the main causes -of .. 
the &ff ere,nces in p:0 Lcctivity betweenthe respective land 

. 
., 

‘. districts in New, &w?L’LI;, I would ask why it is that Taranaki has 
a, productivity per C;?J unit of over 25% in oxo.ess‘of that of . 

il Northland, and in t,c:rn is superior to the Waikato, Manawatu, and ‘I 
other dairying districts? To what ‘extent can improvement in 
pasture and, better adaption of pasture to soil types pull up some. : 

!, of that leeway in productivity ,betwoen districts? To what extent ’ 
is inferiority in stook responsibilo?, To what extent are 
practices prevalent in that district, in the way of husbandry, 
perhaps responsible?. I think the answers will be bound up in the 
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40 .’ 
relationship of the soil including climate and, nutrition including 
pasture species, and the question of whether the length of the ._ 
dairying season in those distriots can be increased to the ,samo 
length as that of Taranaki. 

:, . 
‘Concerning.Dr Hamilton’s pupor .- what is going to be 

the’ economic situation consequent on a sustained drive for 
increased production at. the present- time? ,Immediatcly the war is 
over there, will be a very high demand for agricultural products, 
particularly dairy produce, The. producer will be asked to expand 
production as rapidly as possible in order to meet those demands. 
Under, normal circumstances saturation point will be reached 
within 5 or 6 yea,rs after the ‘war. To what extent can steps be 
taken to safeguard thi> primary producer when that position is 
reached? Will there b(: a glut on the market or: will there bo 
some organisation to stimulate and develop consumption to the 
point neoessary to suf cguard the primary producer, 

’ 
Turning to the’ question of the i&iatic markets- - what 

are the economic consequences of developing a. large scale trade 
with these. countries? 1 am consci.ous of the staggering f’igure 
relating to’ the .waste in skim milk in’ this country. If at any 
time we attempt to convert our. skim milk to a. better use and 
attempt to develop a market with. countries such as China and 
India, then what are the economic consequences of that? 

. . 
Dr P.R. McMahon: I would like to emphasise two important points 

about clothing- in relation to food supply: 

(1) 

(2) 

.There is, on the consumption side, a very important 
relationship,between textiles’and the amount of food , ‘I 
necessary for maintenance of comfort. / 

The connection between wool growing and meat production 
and the resulting benefit to our meat industry is to a : 
very much larger extent than is generally realised 
dependent ‘on the prosperity of the more wholly wool 
growing farmer. If that farmer becomes unprosperous ‘. 
then our meat indtistry.suffers, no longer having its 
chief source of such material in the form of cast. ewes 
and store sheep to :draw upon. 

I feel that that aspect; coupled with the very critical danger ‘, 
from synthetic f ibrcs 4 is likely to have repercussions in our 
production of meat. in Bow Zealand and probably throughout the 
world. I would lice to'ask Mr Fawcett whether any thoughts in 
this direction wcrc raised at the Hot Springs Conforcnce? 

Mr G.H. Rolford : The opening speaker’s remarks were a quido to the 
whole discussion.. Up till the present ,time ,we have been under the 
shadow of restriction. It began at Ottawa and has been over us . 

ever since this question, arose of whether our exports are likely 
- to be restricted. I think”the faot that’thcy are not - at least, 
for some years -. alters the whole attitude of this country to, 
production. When we look at this Soil Survey Map we must be 
.seized with one faot - New Zealand is a country of relatively very 
poor land. I doubt whether there are a million acres of naturally ‘_ 
fertile land; We are dependent to a very large extent upon 
induced fertility plus climate.. That determines our future 
agricultural’ effsrts, The thought has come to. my mind several 
times as .to whether the idea of farming is to bc limited by the 
capacity of the human stomach. I have been interestod in the 
idea of chemurgy.. This is the use of f’aF products not only for . 
human nutrition and cl.othing but for industrial purposes. We 
have no worthwhile ml.nera3.s or matal.s f;lr industry but we can . 
grow chlorophyll in plants and through this the energy of the sun 
converts materials into products that can be used in industry. ‘. 
There has been increasing industrial use for these chemurgic 
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materials, in the shape of plastics and so on. However there is 
no time to enlarge this subject further. Possibly we may not be’ 
restricted to just the animal products and farm plhnts in New 
Zealand. The facts, that I-have mentioned may have to be consid- 
ered in the future development of products from the land of .New 
Zealand. 

” 

Dr. Doak: Mr.. Collaghan in his address menti’oned the question of 
dehydration in connection with the feeding of Europe and Furopearj 

countries. I wonder .just how far dehydration will help in doing. 
that? For. a few months after hostilities cease we may be able. 
to do something ; The thing that has struck me is: has any ). 
attention been given to, the question of New. Zealand raising high 
class, seeds whereby those people can provide their .own vegetables 
in a more satisfactcry form than by dehydration. It seems to me 
that .there may be a shortage of good vegetable seeds. perhaps - 
throughout the whcle wrld for a year or two, but most countries 
if they could get seed would be able to produce all the vegetable:- 
they require starting from about six months after receiving seed. 
I ,really wnder whether we; in this country, are .pay.ing enough 
attention to t,he, question of improving our seeds and; what is more 
multiplying them. so that they can .be distributed; 

Nr R.E.R. Grimmett: An‘,aspect of the Soil Survey map whioh is 
:’ preaento~. Taylor should receive discussion: how. far 

imported methods - as developed in il;;;erica in the Tennessee Valley; 
‘in: contouring ‘and strip farming and soil surveys in use, might 
alter the ,boundaries. at, present existing for the different types 
.and classes of soil. which are, given? -You have. your imported 
machinery and new methods of dealing with cultivation of land; 
how far. might they alter the boundaries given by making some of 
the uncultivable, land into cultivable category? 

Mr C’;H.’ Courtney; It appears that, duririg the next few years the 
producers of foodstuffs will be in the,position of producers of 
munitions . q 
irrespective 

There will be 3 demand. for .quantity production 
of ‘cost.. It seems the important steps’are to improve 

the quality of our animals, our soils- and our plants so that we 
will be prepared to face world competition, arid above all.to 
maintain the quality of our products. so that when the salersmen _ 
has to go, out his task will be lightened. The question of farm. 
costing and accounting so that ‘the efficiency on the farm may be 
improved is also important. I speak of it from the aspect of ’ 
the educational value. That is a matter that has’ to be con.sidered 
in any business - If there is to. be effioiency we mu& have 
accurate costing. . 

% 
Dr I.L. Capbell: Are we to regard all our ontributions to the . . 

needy nations as subject to a strict payment, or is there a 
suggestion that we might give freely shall .we say, food, this 
to be regarded as a premium or.an insurance policy for the good1 
will of. those nations for future world peace? Are we to be paid 
for our contribution or is thele.any gift from our poin,t of view? 

Dr. Film&, would you suggest that herd testing’s main 
contribution to.the dairy industry is through supplying it 
information on which to base’ a reasonably. sound br.eeding policy? 
If so, then the industry as a whole is getting the’benefit from 
those,who are testing, who make up quite-a small proportion of the 
dairy farining community . ‘Vould Dr. Filmer say if he.believes 
the.charge made to those, who are testing is in. fair relation to 
the service they receive in relation to the service received by 
the rest of the industry who may not be paying fairly for that 
added informa,tion. 

Dr. Hxnilton .showed some interesting figures on the- 
efficiency of farm labohr in’ different coun.tries, and the New 
Zealand labour efficiency showed up remarkably well. From 
.observations of labour here and overseas, I think we may rate ,our 
farm labour fairly high,- yet I doubt if our labour is so much 
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,more .eff’)cient, pan for man, as shown by Dr. Hamiltonts graph.’ ?. ‘,Is.nog, that d %flection mainly of the favourable climatic con; 
ditiods @f thiti country? Therefore the position may not be quite 

‘. as favoufable from a labour-point of view as shown by Dr,’ Hamil- 
ton’s figtires. 
e,ven. better than 

Dvcs Dr., Hamilton think we could make this figure 
it is by -pushing a.head on the development of, 

fuyther’ gadgets, or the meohanisation of-farming? ‘+Ye oJuld 

: .; 
illustrate this type of development by the’ eleotric fence; it. 
has.‘Ancreused the officienoy of utilisation of pasture, In that 
connection does Dr. ‘Ham ilton th%nk there is scope for increased 
efficiency in the development of contract work with machines 
which are too costly for the individual farmer to be able.to,’ 
afford .a8 single units of equipment? 

Mr FiF,: kanaock: I would’ like information on suggestions as to 
hqw we might be able’ to avoid waste in our.dniry by-products. .’ 
My suggestions arei- 

(&I A’general swing-over to cheese produc’tion. 
(2.) Manufacture ‘of skim milk cheese. 

, (3) A lowering of the fat content of -the New’ Zealand cheese, I( ” 
wh*oh is rather high. 

,. .(4): Production of whey oheese. The Norwegians make this and’ 
, it. is highly relished by. tiericans. 

., 
Professor Y. Riddet: 

the dif 
‘Jith regard, to Mr. Fawoett’s paper; one, of ‘. 

fioulties which I foresee ‘is ,that, in the. clean-up after .. 

. 

? 

the war, I doubt very much. whether the countries of the world ‘1. 
are. going to live ‘up even to a’modification of the Atlantio 
Charter. ‘YE have had the spectaolc that in thos’e countries which 
are predominantly. agricultural the ‘standards of living have been ’ 
low and the only method. of helping them’ out is -to permit them 
to develop jndustrialj.sation. 

’ 
Has the matter been discussed 

and in partioular has this aspect been discussed - whether tie, ‘, ..,) 
industrial magnates. of the world are-willing to allow -India and ’ 
China to beoome,.industrillist countries to raise the standard 
of living to a point .:vLero their people can pay’ for sufficient 
food, If the milgndtss are no,t willing to do, so,- then are the I 
countries sufficiently genuine to give to the needy masses ~of 
the people the food they, need? . . ‘. 

In that connection Dr, Filmer has. raised- the question, of 
waste. of skim milk in New Zealand. Recently I had occasion to 
make a rough calculation, of what we could do. : Wa could probably 
produce upwards of 100,000 tons. of dried milk-per annum without 
materially upsetting our farm economy or upsetting our collection ’ 
costs. Where are we .going to sell this?, We. have, to -realise that 
in pre-war years the various marketing countries told us they’ did 
not want dried milk, Britain.in particular. Has a new viewpoint ’ 
arisen in Bri’tain? There is another aspect. There is no doubt 
that the people of the Far E!lst, particularly Indians and the 
Chinese, need and could use milk products, possibly mixed with 
cereals s-lbh as rice. This would raise the protein content of 
the: food and ‘also the vitamin content; 
health of the people. 

that .would hnlp the 
Uni;cr existing conditions these people. 

: 

cannot afford to pay much. In 1937, of the, 365 mil’llon people 
inIndia, probably-not more than 2 millioncould afford to spend 
a r,upee at a time (1/4d,) 
pounds and half pounds 

We talk here of distributing milk in 
- what about ounces and-half ounces? 

Unless we are able to distribute these dried products at a low 
cost and in sma-ll packets, within the purchasing power of these 
people, there seems little ,possibility of disposing of this prod- 
uct. Within recent times great advances have been made in packin 
m.atcrials, and it is possible that it may be practicable to pack .’ 

. 

up very small portions, of dried skim mLlk in our Far Eastern 
’ ‘ports, that wo’uld make it possible to sell this at an anna. ,a 

* packet , providing, tht-, sn wr3pping materials are u,ssful, We could 
. . also help by, reducing the fat content of our cheese and inoreas- 

ing the output of, cheese by incorporating more skim milk; I,, 
.don’t see muoh possibility of’ exporting ,muoh d,cied skim milk 
under existing oonditions. The competition between dried !t,( ‘?k. 

- 

‘1 ,/. .’ 
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i; and fluid ‘milk., production of ‘which..is. a monopoly of local 

markets, makes Govcrnmrnts impose duties on dried milks to protect 
,fUaid milk prioes. 

._ ,’ 
,Mr. C,3llAgli%n drew attention’ to the great advantag,e we 

. 

have’ had from p3sture ;lt the present time. I.-I spite of the 
enormous advantages we have in growing pasture, we ‘have not gone .: : 
nearly far enough in supplementing pasture with our crops. 
Pasture has it.8 diaadvsntag,es from a labour point 0.f view and from 
a wastage point of view. 
under nou.rished. 

,‘ie have the spectacle of stock being 
I, suggest there is a pltioe for more intensive. 

growth of supplementary feed, or, crops that can be eaten directly 
by, the ,animnl, that don’t necessarily need to be harvested. There 
is room for., the development of a system that would make th4t ’ 
possible. The one I have in mind is thht, just as w have. created 
co-operative dairy c’ompanies, 

: ..A 

of .oo-operative farmer 
why should we not have the creation 

servioe organisations which might oo-oper- 
at,ively own .large scale equipment and emp,loy large’ntibcra of 
employees to oarry out arable work done st a small cost to indiv-, 
idual farmers and much more efficiently; and done at low cost to 
the organisation. I don’t set much hope at present, even with 

,. the provision. of adequate 13bour, of increasing our food supplies. 

L 

on smaller size farms when it takes 3000 lbs. of butterfat to pay. 
for a unit of labour. In future we want to see labour paid more. 
We .wsnt to see efficiency inoreased-. I suggest that. there is 
ample scope in that connection for the development of co-operative ,. 

units or contract units that’ dan work in with farmers to get 3 
” I, 

greater output from the l&d which we have. .’ ,. 

Mr W.N. Paton: Regarding our. inability to measure sufficiently 
,acourately some of the- things we are wanting to express - take .’ 
Dr. Grange% map : the .next step should be to devise .measures,. to 
stabilise those areas AL measu.res of our. livestock production. 
How do we convert rS1+.tb!.e livestook.numbers into some. ‘common unite :. 
Same: with our sheep. ‘ge’require the arrangement of statistical . . 
boundaries, which w.ill ‘coincide. in broad iqsue with the main feature 
of such a map as that. 

_. . 

statistioian. 
There are vast problems confronting the 

It would help us very much indeed to have ‘an ex-. 
pression of opinion as to. wha,t.ye might do to improve the position 
in that respect. ‘. 

,’ 

Mr, H.O. iiskew: Thepe’rson we have been .considering is the ideal 
farmer who can produce at a high level. 

m I (lili particularly inter- . . 
ested in the average or below average farmer. I think the' average’ 
of, practically all sections of the farming’ industry is oonsider- 
ably below the maximum figures which 3 good mein can show, ‘and it 

t’ seems to me that there is a .big field of tiork to bring up the 
low grade man even to. the,.,preaent average. Whether that is. to be 
done, through instructional work to show him how- to use his labour 
and. fertilisers more efficiently and to make ,his cultivation. 
more efficient or how that is to be done, I ‘don’t, know, but no 
doubt’all of them can be improved. 
average> farmer to the average, 

Even by brin,ging up the below 
the production of the country would ., 

be enormously increased ,. perhaps more so th_an by,. iaying too much 
stress’on getting that extra- 1OP or ,ZOio from the man who is alread 

‘, -, 

producing at .a high level. ” .’ 
1 

Regarding the matter of.rehabilitstion of farms :Thia 
is p*erhaps a-matter of policy as to whether it ‘is better’or not 
to improve the farm whioh is handy to, roadways, railways .etc., 
so that: the cost of transportation of the products of. th’e f‘arm .. 
is as low as -possible. -1sit better to improve those farms which 
have gone back, which 3t the,present time are perhaps in the hands 
of elderly people, who cannot.work them as, they might be worked - ,.(‘, 
are those places to be improved, .or 3re we to encourage’,people t’o 
.go.further back to open up new country with high transportation 
costs and small labour reward. This question of transportation -1ic 
at the base of a large part of our trouble. 

1 

; 
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Mr. Corkill: Regarding Mr. Callaghan’s paper: ‘His opinion of 

ploughing up the pasture and putting .in a crop and then putting 
..’ 

in new pasture - I think as a long-term project, his idea that 
I 

pastures will be putdown in certified strains’of ryegrass is the 
important point i It would definitely increase .the efficiency 
of pastoral ,.production. .For instance, pastures ,, as, we know, are 
deficient in those pc:riods’:Tay to September. At the present time 
we of' the Grasslands D.i.vision are putting out a type of ryegrass 
which will fill in t.,‘~t period May ‘to September. If that ‘seasona’ , 1 ” 
production could SC i.rpa!roved, the pastoral industry would become ; I, 
definitelymore ef’licient. ,“. , : . 8’ 

Mr XiP. Nielsen:, Regarding’ the matter of the farmer himself:: We 1. ” 
have a ,tremendous scope there in improving our efficiency on the 
farms. 'We know that there is wide scope in the various fields 
that have been toudhed on, 
himself. 

but we have to get back. to the farmer ” 
The, thing that concerns ‘ine most. i's to see how we can 

improve.his efficiency,make the farmer himself more efficient. 
We have a relatively small. number ‘of efficient farmers; howwe 
‘are’ going to ‘overcome.- that I -don’t know, but there is room there 
for improvement . . . . 

a ._ 

Lb. ‘A’ .G . . Vhittleston-: 
(1) FC?llOWing f.W. Nielsen’s remarks about the need for improving 
the efficiency of farmers:. .I .wds’ at a farm growing wheat, the , 
wheat was collected by -using a header, . 
on fire. 

then the paddo,ck was set 
Surely, it would not be a very difficult matter to 

plough in what was‘ left of the .lQheat? 
,, . . 

.’ .’ 

a(‘2 ) .I Wi th r 
.: 

e f erence to’.the question of productivity of’ labour 
and the interesting fact .-that in, New Zealand the, productivity 
of the man on. the land is greater than the man .in the city, could 
Dr. Hamilton tell me whether. the standard of living of the two ’ 
classes of labour follow& the productivity? It has been my fond 
impression that productivity is a general index of the standard 
of living, of the community. The implication would be that, the 

* 

standard of living of the farmer is be,tter than that of the man 
, in the oity. That is, not believed, on the land! 

‘_ 

Mr. P,. Sears: tir . FL11 ,.i Iton’, are there any economic’ snags about 
” 

inoreasxng produa t ion? 
are pretty good; 

#‘(c have, heard about pasture strains that ‘- 
-A lot of my farmer friends, are very happy on 

their little farms without great productJon. If they cannot . . 
afford to over-capitalise their, farms to, get increased production, .’ 
is it a favourable prppositlon to ,give’positi.ve aid, to give 1 
ploughing subsidies, 
.out instructions. 

or ‘some sort of help, rather than straight’ 
Some positive form of assis’tance towards these 

pasture types and crop ‘types would help the farmer to do this’.. 
,’ 1 “, . 

Dr P.R. McMahoni The pbintreg-rding efficiency of farm production 
has.besn very much neglected by our research workers. 
(1) What iS the most efficie’nt rate of stocking in most of our 
country? 'We have gone to a’ lot of trouble to develop new strains 

‘,, . 

and we have gone.to a lot of trouble to investigate many aspects 
of food, but we still don’t how - in a: country which depends ‘. 
almost entirely.on pasture as a source of animal food how, .- 
intensity of stocking changes the efficiehcy’ of conveision of 
pasture into animal products;‘ 
(2) I would.,like to knot? whe,ther,- in term; of efficiency of mono, 

‘gain (or.%nlightensd s,elf interest” QS Dr. Hamilton puts it) there “’ 
is an optimum in’ controlling, tho amount of cffort’which a farmer .’ 
sxpends ori the farm in, terms of the output he gets from it. : 

MR , FA?‘IIJCETT ’ 
I have been very struck with the ‘seriousness of the moctina, and 
I feel .that all dc.lcg+tas realise the neccssity’of obtain& the 
optimum from all assets of the far-m whether it be ‘animal 
or labour. 

land ,.. 

utilisation. 
I w.3~ very interested in the discussion on s&m milk 

I feel. that in the ,utilishtion of oyr by-products 

; 
t’ 
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for the production of pig’msats we are aertainly wasting a most 
;valuable asset, and as’time goes on I think we will divert it into 
some other channel ar!i.i.rh will be better suited to. 3ther z?u.ntries 
requiring -food . pi 0’ >I,- 1.:;* s may wel,l become a drug on the rmrket 
in a.comparativsly’ +::t space of. time, ,’ 

. % 

‘RegardYng G!C;.i in relation to food praduc tion: ‘the 
question of c,lo%hi~l~ \\tea discussed in, a very cursory manner at 
,Hot Springs. The; ::on.i’erence did not deal. specifically with it, 
but from the view-poiniY of New Zealand, 
point; 

it fs an extremely important 
and ,as suggested. its future in relation to the economics 

of meat produotion cannot be ignored. Those who are thinking 
ahead, are extremely worried-about the future’of wool in relation 
to artificial fibres, and if wool is not saleable at reasonable 
prices, its eff,eot on our farm economy ,generally will be dangerous. 
It may be one of the commodities which will go into what are known 
as “buff or stockstl. The buffer, ,s tacks argument re,vdlve,s round 
certain surplus commodities which would go into a resdrve, probabl: 
under’the control of a finance organisation and be fed out as and: 
where required at prices which-would cnablo them to be absorbed. 

In regard to seeds for rehabilitation. Seeds of all. -_I 
varieties, par.tioularly vegetable seeds, 
piles held by UNRRA. 

represent: one of the stoc’ 
That organisation is holding a stock of 

approximately 12 ,months supply for use of countri’es as they bscomc 
freed--from the ,enemy. Whether NeW Zealand can become an important. 
unit ,in the production of vegetable seeds I would doubt after 
some of the experiences wo hsve had over the last year or two. ‘V/c. 
oan play .an important part in the supply of’ certain fsrm seeds i... ‘, 

: 

Referring to whether our-produce is to be a gift.or 
not: The support of UNRRA is in two. forms. Half Ndw Zealand’s 
contribution is ‘to bc in the form of ‘cash and the other half in’ 
kind. Certain countries will be able to trade on some of the 

,oash. oontributed by other countries as well as that which ,they 
oontribute themselves. 

,’ 
Your Chairman disoussed the question of long-term polioy 

and whether the industrial magnates would let other countries go 
ahead and develop. .I don’t think they, can help it: We already 
see countries such asIndi3 and China developing rapidly on the 
industrial side,’ and Whether the big industrialists like it or 
not I think that trend will continue and:dqvelop fairly ragidly’, 
As it. develops and as men and women are absorbedb so the question 
of wages will arise, and the wages of these people will go up 
gradually - nothing,can keep them downi Higher, standards ‘of livirq 
will come in these backward countkiesj probably’not in 5 or 50 
years, .but the trend is there and ,gradually, more and more people’ .. 

-in these countries will be in a.$os,ition to absorb the. goods whi6h 
we are able, to produce. ; .. 

DR,GtiGE? : 
MI!, .Grinimehtis qusstioh -as .to whether tie‘ are attempting the 
Tennessee Valley methods to extend our ploughable land in New 
Zealand :_ I don’t think that will happen, The limit of ploughable 
land is determined by slope entirely in the North Island. Yie 
have not got that problem of erosion on our rolling and.flat 
country that the Amerioans have, Therefore we won’t have,. to go 
in for the strip cropping and contouring. In the South Island. 
there is the land thitt is ploughed though strongly rolli’ng, There 
it is a .case of returning to pasture. On the North Island map 
the outstanding thing is No. 6 class, the. slate .coloured area. 

‘We have to decide what is to be done with that c’ountry; what is 
to be returned to forest and whdt is to ,be held for sheep farming. 
Uith the setting up of Crlt,chment Boards there will be an attaok 
on that problem. ._ . 

.. : .’ 
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-Regarding the differenoe in produdtivity between, say, 
iaikato’ and Taranaki : 
cover it; 

4s ,llr, Ward indicated, a number of factora 
I cannot hontribute anything,80 far.on the facto% ci 

soils. Taranaki is inl:r rently more fertile; in the Waikato we 
are. toroed to. topdrcsr;. 
pastures are, inferior . 

The pasture men would reply that Taranaki 
./. . . 

I would .st.r&g.ly support Mr, Paton. It is a very hard job 
juggling’ round heifers, cows, sheep. etc., to, get them. into one 

,unit. . : 1’ ,‘. 

bb. F;R. CALLAGHAN: 
Dr T MoMeskan raised th,e .question of supplementary feed, ‘the”. 
suggestion being that instead of renewing.our grass through the 

’ 

supplementary feed. orop, ‘. : we would renew direct. I think it is 
a very moot point and one open for a good deal of discussion. 
Deal,ing with it purely:from a crop or plant point of view, I know 
that you can go from grass to grass 2nd get a’ ‘good stand.’ of better 
grass, ,but the use of the better strains of grass is costly and ,’ 
where one is spending up to 524 per acre for grass seed alone,’ 1’ 
would suggest that this seed be put into.the ground under the 
v’ery best possible oircumstano,es, so. that it is given a really 
.good start. ‘One of the shortc:omings .of our farming in New Zealand 
and this esnc oially applies to the South .Island and where there 
are.,difficult seasonal, ,conditions, is the lack of care on the 
part of the farmer to see that his seed bed is right. It is very, 
hard to get -a good seed bed with the ordinary i’mplement s that a 
farmer has on the class of country requiring renewal so that grass 
can follow grass. On many farms where. pasture renewal is necess=r: 
there is every chance that stock under.nourishment is also existcn 
during the difficult months of the year. This feed shortage coUl(% 
be overcome by growing some sort of supplementary fodder crop 

‘which would draw, on whatever ‘.plant food reserves were amassed’ in tht 
old turf.; The., cultivation necessary for the feed crop and the timi. 

‘during its’growth would permit of the soil mellowing down into a- 
much better seed bed for 
seeds. ‘, 

the expensive seeding of oertifi’ed pasture 
r 

Profes’sorRiddet drew attention to the value of co-operatior 
in New Zealand as a means. of providing cultivation implements, for :, 
farmers. ii generation is growing up which know not’the value of 
co-operation, I,t should’ be remembered that a farmer is a self- 
reliant man, and we should do everything to ,encourage ‘his sense of 
responsibility. I think it would be ‘a good idea f.or Dairy 
Companies to go in for the proposals being adopted by the Kaikohe 
Dairy Company. ,Tk+t’ proposal appeals because, when it comes to 
the question of renewing pastures and growing supplementary pas,tur 
it is unlikely thtit’many individual farms will be prepared to 
purchase %iOOO’ of implements whioh will be necessary to achieve 
this. ,- ,, . . 

‘_ .’ 

Dr, Doak raised the question of impr0vemen.t in vegetable 
-seeds; ‘In certain lines of seeds we’ have done very good work in 
recent years. Xith our rape. peed we .are now independent of 
importations. -1 feel confident that we can ‘grow better strains. 
of almost any type of crop und vegetable seed than those we are 
lmpor ting . Should we apply ourselves to betterment of the vegetab.” 
seed, ‘we oan make im;.r.nvements, but these will.have to ‘compete wit 
very low pribed seeds, propuced. under, peasant,. labour conditions 
overseas. 

It is not many year’s since great-‘efforts were being made to 
get people to *Eat, more beef’, .‘Eat more butter’, ‘Drink more milk’. 
This wa done at’ a ‘time when millions in the .wo?ld,were suffering 
from ,undernourishment. It was then thought that technical advance: 
of such magr.! +utud’e h:ld been made that all dangers of a food . 
shortage were past - coffee was being burnt in Brazil, maize and, ~ 
wheat in Australia, irrgentine were in vast surpluses. It is the 
question of distribution which always presents the greatest 
difficulty and no ready solution is yet evident. 
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DR. FILMER:. ; 

The questions that have been addressed to me have. been under $w:. 
headings i- ‘. * ‘. . 

(1) Those. referring to utilisation of waste skim milk. ” 
(2) Those refe,r,r,ing to proven ,sires.’ ~ 

‘., 
.,. 

In regar,d -to slk:im milk Dr. Mclrleekan suggest$ that accuracy. 
of the rigures shoul? be checked, and I hope this will. be done. 

..I found it staggeririq to discover that we are wasting in our 
_.present use of skim milk’ and whey an equivalent in total digest- 
,ible nutrients of the total, ou,tput of fat lamb and cheese, and 
in proteins twice that. 

Mr. Ward referred to the economics’ of’ skim milk In 
Australia today skim milk powder is on ,‘the market for .s&ething 
just over 220 per ton,. that is a little. over 2d.. per lb. It ‘has 
30/L. protein in it which works out at 7d. per lb! of 8digestibl.e ’ 
protein of highest biological value. Yith meat at 6d. per If:. 
you are ,paying 5/- per lb. for protein. 

h’ith regard to the ChairmaPs own question concerning 
the disposal of dried skim milk in India, if .we could -put, it 
out ‘in quarter Pound packages at 2d.. ,or 3d. for the.* lb. which ‘. 
should 1eave.a big margin that would be equivalent to 2 lb. of 
our best meat for 26. ,or 3d. , I can’ see no better method for ” 
supplying valuable ,animal protein to those who’ are most in need, 
of i,t than’ by drying our skim milk. 

(2) In regard to utilisation’ of sons of proven sires:’ Dr. 
McMeekan referred to progress made as a, result of investigations 
by the Dairy Board, and I do hope that nothing’1 have -said in my, 
paper will be taken as a general criticism of that work. I am 
fully aware of the -value of the -work ,as a whole and the’ great 
contribution that it has made. 

_’ 

Mr.. Ward’s quc:;tion in regard to the order of the five 
points I gave in a, 
sires. 

scheme for, the utilisation of sons of proven 
It is rather a question ofacycle. I dpn’t think 0n.e is 

more important than Lhc other, The utilistition of-proven sires 
and sons of proven sires .in the industvy should be concurrent 
with the utilisation’ of proven sires of the highest survey p’ossi bl 
within pedigree herds. We require about 6000 sirss for the 
industry, if we are goin g to use ortiP’cia1 inssmination throughou” 
which means that tie only need about 1200,coming in each year, if 
‘we use sons of proven sires. 
sires in’ pedigree herds. 

The.::. could be produced by 10’ proven 
If we could only get our pedigree herds 

to use these 10 we would gp a very long’ way in the problem of 
raising the genotype for production of duiry cat,tle. 

(. : 

Dr, Campbell asked whether I con’sidsred herd. teatingts 
main contribution is the proving of’ sires. 
to Dr. Hamilton.’ 

I should pass that ovei 
He has produced ail+ to a’. lot of data, suggesting , 

thst herd testing does not assist very materially in improving, 
production by any other means’: In regsrd to, whether it is then, 
fair, to ‘charge the, cost of herd recording, up -to, the few who are 
using it: : 

( 1) if only a few- continue. to use it one would think that’ 
they, wou,ld recover that’cost in the bremium they would . . 
get back from proving sires.which will no doubt be great; 

(2) undoubtedly herd testing must be. spread m!lch more 
-’ widely, and then the chArge 

just as part of it today is 
could be an industry one 
an industry one, 

,’ 

: : ‘. 
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There was’ a question by Dr. McMahon in regard. to 
efficisncy,with reference to the rate of stocking. If we con- 
sidsr dairy cows, it does seem to me that a change in the method 
of expressing the results of G.H.T. would help materially. If 
all cows’, irrespective of the length of time they were .in milk. 
were expressed in those averages, and a man knew that the averagr 
was for all the potential producers which were eating ‘grass, thtz 
he would have some .idea,of the efficiency of the cows eating his 
pasture, 
efficiency 

With .present methodshe does get some ,idea of the 
of his .produ.cing cows when everything goes we:?, but 

it does not tell him very much about the efficiency of his gener2.l 
farming methods. ., . 

DR ‘:j.M; HAMILTON: 
Mr. Ward Saised on& or two very awkward but pertinent questions 
which were touched upon by Mr. Callaghan. Taking the question: 
“Having been asked now to do all we can to increase food product- 
ion, what happens at the end of 5 or 6 gears - are we then going 
to have a glut?” Of course I can’t answer that question; I 

‘think the answer lies in the success that attends, the efforts of 
The diff icul- Y countries to maintain a ‘policy of full employment. 

ties in reaching that objective should not be underestimated. , 
-- a recent White Paper the Government in Britain have indicated .: ‘- 
that,, if private enterprise fails toprovide full-employment, they 
will step into the breach and provide employment for those 
people who are not finding employment with private enterprise.. 
That in..itself immediately raises a~ doubt in the .minds of private 
enterprise .as to whether an investment is safe, and it is there- 
fore, I’think, quite likely to precipitate a state where you have 
not full employment. Personally, I donlt think there is a half- 
way house between private enterprise and State enterprise; I 
think we have to make up our minds which we want; whether we 
prefer security with all the, control -which come with Government .’ 
enterprise, or whether we ‘are prepared to acaept a higher, though. 
possibly’fluctuating, income under,private enterprise. I think 
there is something wrong with a society which prefers security 
to progress. That is our choice. It raises a whole.vista .of ‘. 
prgblems i Above everything else, the thing that will determine 
the .course of events will be the type of leadership which 
democracy is able to bring forward. With wise and sound leader- 
ship the advance con be maintained, but not if sectional interests 
aYe only prepared to see their own point of view, to .the detriment 

* of the national outlook. 

Referring to the question of production in Northland, 
u Waikato’and Taranaki: 

considering. 
I think there is one point worthwhile’ 

The differences between these three areas are largely 
a question of their phase of development. 
earliest; 

Taranaki developed. 
3t got good roading facilities and developed a mass of 

small cheese and ‘butter factories. 
rapidly after the last war, 

The Waikato deve1ope.d very 
and the rapid phase of development .‘_ 

.in North Auckland was not until roading facilities were improved 
round : about 1930. I think the differencse in per cow production 
which exist today are largely d$fferonces in these phases of 
development ; there ar.e roughly 20 lbs. of fat per cow between 
them,, and roughly 20 lbs; of P?t between stages of, development. 
I think North Auckland will continue improving and will catch up. 

: 

-. 

Dr. Campbell raised the ques,tion.o’f productivity and 
effioiency in farming. It is interesting to discuss the reasons 
why primary industry in New Zealand is’s0 much more efficient 

* than in other countries. As Clark himself has pointed out, one 
L’ of the major factors is the question of density ‘of settlement and 

size of farm enterprise. In the olil er settled countries the 
number of male farm workers varies from 28 per 1000 acres of 

c arable and pa’sture land in Great ,Britain to 157 in Belgium and 
351 in Japan (the New Zealand figure, is 8 per 1000 acres). 

‘,“. 


